
Alien AbductionBy Reilly

A guy named Bob is working 12 hours a day at Mac Home Depot
and he has 5 minutes left until he's done. “Finally work is almost
done for the day.” Said Bob tiredly.

When work was done he ran as fast as he could to get to his
house. “I need to get home so I can sleep,see my dog, eat,and watch
tv” Bob thought.

He ran past cars, cats, that one random guy sitting on a bench,
and dogs. Just when he was about to get to his house he forgot dog
food so he went to Walmart and got the food and ran all the way back
to his home in 5 minutes.

When he got to his house, Bob was petting his dog, Buddy.
(He’s important so remember him) Bob was bored so he went for a
run but kept Buddy home. When Bob was running he saw a green
person with a big head and 7 fingers on each hand with long
stretched out black eyes.

“That guy was really weird, it's almost like he's an alien or
something.” Bob thought.

Then Bob sees a giant gray disk made out of a type of metal
with a couple small green lights in the sky and a HUGE green light
comes from the middle. Then Bob randomly starts �oating very high
and he just keeps going up and up. HE’S BEING ABDUCTED! The next
thing he sees is thousands if not millions of the green people he saw



earlier. He's also tied to a chair Bob finally figures out he was
abducted by aliens. “I knew he was an alien!” Bob exclaimed.

He has to defeat the aliens to save Earth! At first he doesn't care
than he remembers Buddy is on Earth! “Wait buddy is on Earth I have
to get out of here.” Bob realized.

He unties himself because the 5 pieces of string weren't tied on
very well. So he punches an alien making all the other aliens mad at
him, but one alien named Alien 1789 who is also known as the Alien
King joins Bob because he doesn't like other aliens because they are
too green. But Alien 52431 tells everyone to keep fighting. “You must
keep fighting, the king doesn't matter anymore” Yelled Alien 52431 in
Alien language.

So while the Alien King is fighting, Bob is trying to escape but
he can’t. When all hope seems lost Buddy jumps on the UFO and
opens it up and defeats all the aliens. Since the UFO is open Bob left
and forgot Buddy but the Alien King didn't of course he doesn't like
aliens anymore, but he doesn't like any aliens even good ones like
Bob. Buddy is still on the UFO though. “Arf Arf Arf… Arf (Bob I’m still
on the ship… Bob)” said Buddy.

It was too late and the ship was already out in space already on
the moon. Good thing Bob has a spare UFO in his backyard. “I’m
coming Buddy just wait!” Yelled Bob!

“Arf Arf ARF ARF arf (I see Bob, yay I’m saved!)” said Buddy
Bob was so close but suddenly “TIME FOR A SPEED BOOST”

The alien king yelled in his language. “NOOOOOOOOO” Bob yelled.



“Arf? (what's wrong with Bob)” Buddy barked.
Buddy randomly started heating up and he also couldn't see

anything besides light. Buddy saw the sun and saw something go
into it he couldn't tell what it was. “ARF ARF arf ARF ARF grr ARF!
(Please turn the heat down, I'm getting hot, also what is that big
fireball!)” Just before Buddy fell into the sun it became night.

Buddy sleeps at night so… “ZzzzZZZzzzzzZzzz” Buddy snored.
“Buddy, why are you here and is that Bob?” Alien king said in his

language. “It is him!”
“ARf arF ARF ARF! (That's clearly Bob not juice!) Buddy barked.

“Here you go Bob take this dog and… WHY IS HE SLEEPING WAKE
UP!” Alien King yelled.

Then Bob took Buddy home. “Well the cat is gone again but at
least you're here Buddy.” Bob said. “Oh that's strange, someone is
calling me. I wonder who and why.”

“BOB YOU’RE LATE FOR WORK IF THIS HAPPENS AGAIN YOUR
FIRED!” Yelled Bob’s boss over the phone.

Everything is back to normal. Bob works at Mc. Home Depot
still and Buddy gets fed twice a day instead of about a million aliens
a day even though that only happened once and will never happen
again hopefully. The only thing that's di�erent is that there's no cat,
but that's okay because they can always get another cat unlike
Buddy. “I feel like that one random guy is always sitting on that exact
bench in the same spot and never leaves.” Bob said.



“You know I’m right here, right also you're wrong I do leave Bob,
I’m your boss.” Said that one random guy sitting on a bench said.

After that everything actually was normal and nothing was
di�erent besides the cat but no one cares about that cat (Billy)

clearly.

THEEND


